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The CHAIRMAN rpened the meeting and called upon the delegate of 
Colombia, who 4tshed to make a statement.

Prof. Jesus M, YEPIS (Colombia) read his delegation’s official 
statement and asked for its reproduction in full In the simanary record: 

"The Colombian delegation did not think it necessary 
to press the point brought up in the course of the discussion 
concerning the power granted to the I.L.C, to appoint a 
Rapporteur not a member of the Connnisslon.

"The Golombiein delegation requests permission to 
reaffirm its vote against this preposal on the grounds that 
such a power is contrary to parliamentary tradition which •
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requires a Eapporteur to be a member of Ms Commission in his own 
right. That has been the well-established custom and law for a long 
time.

"Furthermore, .my delegation believes that among the many 
Commission members, who have to be recognized authorities on 
international law working full time for the Commission, there must 
surely be one or more Jurists fully qualified to serve as Bapporteurs 
to the General Assembly.

"My delegation believes that, since the Eapporteur is ex officio 
the Commission’s spokesman and the liaison between the Commission and 
the Assembly, it -would be not only more nattiral, but perhaps even 
more constitutional, to ask one of the members of the Commission elected 
by the General Assembly and by the Security Council to perform this 
function."
Dr. Alexander ВЕАРВОЖ (Poland) shared the views expressed by the 

Colombian delegation.
The CHAIEMAK then asked the Committee to continue the consideration of 

the Eapporteur’s Eeport (Document .а/а.СДО/̂ З) . He read the introduction to 
paragraph 19'.

"The Committee was also asked by the General Assembly to 
study methods of securing, the co-operation of the several organs 
of the United Nations in the task of the progressive development 
of international law and its eventual codification. On this point, 
the Coïïimittee recommends;"
This text was adopted without discussion.
The CHAIEMAW then read sub-paragraph (a):

"(a) That the I.L.C. shotù.à be authorized, if need be, to 
consult with any of the organ.s of the United Mations in any draft or 
project the subject matter of which is relevant to the functions of 
the particular organ." ' '
Prof. P. G. J^SUP (United States) requested that the FngLlsh text be 

changed by inserting the word "on" instead of the word "in" between the 
words "United Mations" and the -i-rorda "any draft,"

The CHAIEMAM noted this point and declared sub-paragraph (a) adopted. 
The CHAIEMAM read sub-paragraph (b):

"(b) That in projects referred to it by a competent organ 
of the United Mations, the Г.L,С. should be authorized, if it 
thinks it desirable, to make :lntei*lm reports to the organ 
concerned prior to submitting Its final report to the General Assembly.
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This resolution vas carried Ъу а majority in the Committee. A 
minority of the тетЪеУз dissented from it on the grounds that in 
their view it would not he in accordance with the provisions of 
the Charter for any organ of the United Nations other than the 
’General Aê sembly to refer a project to the l.L.C." ‘
Dr. Alexander BEAMSON (Poland), without wishing to reopen the debate, 

recalled that his delegation while sharing the minoi-ity view believed that, 
in addition to the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council also 
had the right to place questions "before the I.L.C-. and regueated that this 
remark be recorded in the report. Nevertheless, it seemed illogical to 
him that the l.L.C., after .preparing an interim report for the Economic 
and Social Council, should submit a final report to the Assembly without 
waiting for action by the Economic and Social Council,

Prof. Milan BA.RTOS (Yugoslavia) repeated his opinion that while it 
was permissible for the l.L.C, to submit provisional reports to,the 
Economic and Social Council, this did not mean that the Council could take 
the initiative of suggesting to the l.L.C. which problems it ought to 
consider. He requested that his cp... „on be noted in the Summary Eecord.

Dr. Alexander BEÍ*̂ SOИ (Poland) said that a statement similar to the 
one he had Just, made appeared in the report under Item 9; he did not share 
the opinion of the other delegates who fozmed the minority.

Prof. Milan БАЕТСЯ (Yugoslavia) endorsed the views of the delegate of 
Poland.

The CHAIRMAN stated that that view would be mentioned in:the report 
as a footnote. He then read sub-paragraph (c):

"(c) That all l.L.C, documents which are circulated to 
Governments should also be circulated to the organs of the 
United Nations for their Infoiraatlon, and that such organs should 
be free to supply any data or make any suggestions to the 
Coaaaisslon," ' -
Sub-paragraph (c) was adopted.
Mr, A. H. BODY (Australia). wished to make the following remarks on 

the whole of paragraph 19:
"The development of intematlonal law would be assured and 

respect for the rule of law promoted if all the difficult legal 
problems coming before the organs of the United Nations were 
referred to the Internativ.v.̂ .1 urt of Justice for an advisory 
opinion. Tliere were already arrangements for requesting such 
advice and it might, perhaps, be desirable for this Committee

/to suggest
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to suggest to the General Assembly the adoption of a short" . 
resolution recommending the other organs of the United Nations 
.to refer to the InteïTaational Court of Justice and to request 
the Court’s advisory opinion whenever a legal question of 
special importance arose,"
This question, would be submitted to the Assembly by his delegation. 
The GHAIEMAN read the introduction to paragraph 20;

"20. The Committee was also asked to study methods of 
enlisting the assistance, of such national or international, 
bodies as might aid it in the attainment of its objective for 
encouraging the progressive development of international law 
and its eventual codification. On this point, the Committee 
recommends;" ; '
Prof. J. L. BEIERLÏ (United Kingdom) (Eapporteur) requested that the 

word "for" in the-first line of the second page in the English document be 
changed to "of", :

. The introduction >ra,s adopted.
The CBAIEMAN read the first sentence of sub-paragraph (a):

"(a) That the I.L.C, should, be authorized to consult any 
national or international organization, official or non-officfal, 
on any matter entrusted to it^ if and when it believes that such 

. a procedure might aid it in the attainment of its objectives,"
This sentence was adopted. w
Ee/then read the second sentence:

"A minority of the тешоегк. of the Committee ware of the 
opinion that such consultation should be limited to organizations 
included in the list referred to in the sub-paragraph following."
This sentence was adopted.
He then read.the first sentence of sub-paragraph (b);

"That for the purpose of the distribution of I.L.C. 
documents the Secretary-General, after consultation with the 
I.L.C., should draw up a list of national and international 
organizations dealing with questions of international law."
This sentence was adopted, .
He then read the second sentence: .

"In drawing up this list, the Secretary-General should 
take into account the necessity of having the national 
organizations of all the Members of the United Nations 
represaated on the list,"
This sentence was adopted.

/He then



He then read sub-paragraph (c):
".That In the consultations referred to in sub-paragraph (a) 

end In the compilation of the list referred to in subparagraph (b) 
of this paragraph, the Coismlssion and the Secretary-General should 
take 'into account the resolutions of the General Assembly and of 
the Economic and Social Council concerning relations with 
Franco Spain, and that organizations which collaborated with the 
Nazis and Fascists shotild be excluded both from consultation rxd 
from the list."
Sub-paragraph (o) was adopted.
The Chairman then read the first sentence of sub-paragraph (d):

"By a majority the Committee decided to ref^ specially 
to the necessity and Importance of frequent consultation between 
the I.L.C. and the organs of the Pan-American Union whose task 
is the codification of international law in the Inter-Zimerican 
System without, however, dieregerding the claims of other 
systems of law."
Frof. Jesus M. ÏEPES (Colombia) requested a slight change in this first 

sentence. The agencies of the Pan-Am:erlcan Union concerned with codification 
were not autonomous and hence it would be necessary to state that 
consultations should take place between the I.L.C. and the Pan-American Union.

Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoslavia) disagreed, for such an amendment would 
amount to instructing the I.L.C. to consult with a political instead of a 
purely technical agency.

Prof. Jesus M. УЕРШ (Colombia) believed there was some misunderstanding. 
The phrase "the Pan-American Unicn" meant not a political agency, but simply 
the Secretariat of the Union.

Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoslavia) did not agree with the view of the 
delegate of Colombia, The Congresses of the Pan-.American Uricn played a 
political role. The words "Pan-American Union" could not mean merely the 
Secretariat of the Union.

Mr, Osman EBEIB (Egypt) reminded the Committee that he was one of the 
minority objecting to singling out the Pan-American Union for special mention 
in the report. The Arab League also constituted a system of law which ought 
to be mentioned, at least as an example. The main point was the peculiar 
characteristics of every system of law and be believed accordingly that the 
text ought not to be amended.  ̂ .

Prof. Henry BONNEDIEU BE VABEES (France) also considered that the text 
should remain unchanged.

Prof. Jesios M. YEPIB (Colombia) had not realized that his amendment would 
give rise to discussion. Accordingly, he withdrew it.

/The CHAIPflAN



The Са'гШ'Ш? read the last two sentences of sub-paragraph (d);
"The represeatatife of the Union of Soviet Socialist Sepuhlics, 

who was one of the minority dissenting from this resolution, desires 
it to he recorded that in his opinion this resolution, by singling 
out the Pan-American Union for special mention, creates for that 
Union a privileged position, 'and thereby violates the principle of 
equality between nations and between systems of law. He is of the 
opinion that the resolution might be taken to imply that the work 
of States other than those represented in the Pan-American Union 
is of less importance for the l.L.C'., and that the l.L.C. need 
not maintain equally close contact with such other States.'*
Prof, Milan PAETOS (Yugoslavia) spoke on a point of order:

This part of sub-paragraph (d) reproduced the opinion of the 
Soviet delegate who was not present. A decision on this question 
should be deferred until the delegate attended.
Dr. Ehrique FEREER YIEYSA (Argentina) agreed with this suggestion 

provided the discussion was not reopened.
Prof. Jesus M. YEPîS (Colombia) felt that no single State should be ' 

referred to by name in the report. That might be in order in the s;'.;ary 
record, but not in the report.

The CifellRMAN reminded the Committee that it had been agreed that in 
future any delegate was entitled to put in documents stating his opinions, 
which would merely be mentioned in the report.

Prof, Milan BAETOS (Yugoslavia) stated that the point of, view of the 
minority: and. not Just that of the Soviet delegate was involved. That might 
be mentioned in the report.

ISp. Enrique FSK-SE MEYEA (/irgentina) opposed such changes in the report. 
The CHAIE№i.N saw no reason why this request should not be acceded to. 
Prof. Езгя'у BE VAFEES (France) did not wish the reporu to

mention the mi.norifcy opi.uion Instead of nanUng the delegate of the Ш8Е. He 
himself had voted with the minority, but he had not shared the views expressed 
by the delegate of the ШЗЕ.

Br. Enrique FERBER VIEiEA (Argentina) thought that the two sentences 
should be kept as they stood or ordtted entirely.

Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoalatda) recalled that four of the members of 
the minority had shared the opinion of the delegate of the ÜSSE.

Prof. Henry В0ШШ)1Еи BE VABEES (France) prcposed changing the text so 
as to Indicate that this was the opinion of fozur of the members of tho 
minority.

, /Prof. Jesus M. _УЕРГЗ



Prof. Jesus M. YBPîB (Colombia) proposed that the four members of the 
тЛлох’З.Ьу shoulcL be mentioned by name.

Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoalavla), personal3.y saw no reason why this last 
proposal should not be adopted, but reminded the Committee that it had been 
decided that members in a minority should remain anonymous. If this rule 
were chaT'ged, the Xí.bole report would have to be revised.

Mr. Osman IBEID (Egypt) thought the ггйе should not be changed.
Dr. Alexander BIUPSOÎÎ (Poland) pointed out that he had not himself voted 

for including these words, but had abstained.
The CHiilEM/'iN stated that accordingly the minority consisted of three 

delegates and not four, as had been said previously. ' .
Prof. P. C. JESSUP (United St-ates) femlndod the Committee that It had 

been decided that the Chairman would send a letter to the Secretary-General 
ashing him to request Member States to communicate their observations and 
comments on the draft declaration of the rights and duties of States 
submitted by the delegation of Panaîïia, The Assistant Secretary-General bad 
declared that such procedure would be perfectly legal. By virtue of tlîis 
precedent, he submitted the following proposal:

"lo The Committee for the Progressive Development of International 
Law and its Codification requests the Secretary-General to transmit 
its Eeport to the Governments of Members of the United Biation., - 
at the earliest possible moment.
"2. The Secretary-General Is further requested:

(a) to call to the special attention of Governments to 
that part of the Report which contains the proposals for 
the nomination and election of members of an 
International Law Coiiimlaslen;
(b) to suggest to Governments that, in anticipation of 
the possible approval of these proposals by the General 
Assembly they may wish to give consideration to the 
deBlrability of being prepared promptly to make 
nominations for members of the proposed International 
Law Commission in order that the contemplated election 
might take place before the adjournment of-the Second 
Session."

Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoslavia) raised,an objection: if delegates were
to discuss this text usefully, it ought to be presented to them in the two 
working languages and not only 'in English.

The СЕТ.Ш^хИ ruled therefore that the Committee would study this text 
later.

/The next



The next point to he considered was the section of the Rapporteur’s 
report covering Item IV of the agenda (draft formulation of the principles 
recognized in the Charter of the Nurnhsrg TrxhunsJ. and in the Judgment of 
the Tribunal) as given in document A/AC.10/if6.

Dr. LIANJ (Secretary of the Committee) requested that this item be dealt 
with in a separate report because it had been referred to the Committee In 
a separate resolution of the General Assembly, He thoitght this procedure 
was the most convenient.

Dr. J. G. DS bEUS (Netherlands) aslced whether the same procedure would 
be frllowed with respect to other items which had been referred under 
d.lfferent resolutions. - ’

Dr. LIAfIG (secretary of the Committee) answered in the afflimative.
Tlie CSAIEÎÎA.N noted' that the Committee had accepted its Secretary’s 

suggestion. He read paragraph 21 of document a/AC.10/46 (paragraph 1 of 
the separate report):

"By a resolution of 11 December 19^6, the General Assembly 
directed this Committee ’to treat as a mtter of primary 
importance plana for the formulation, in the context of a general’ 
codification of offences against the peace and security of 
mankind, or of an international criminal code, of the principles 
recognized in the Charter of the Numberg Tribunal and in the 
Judgment of the Tribunal,*"
This paragraph was adopted.
The CffiVIEMrtN then read the first two sentences of paragraph 2 (former 

paragraph 22):
"The Committee considered the natijre of the task entrusted 

to it by this resolution. In particular, it noted that the 
General Assembly had requested it to propose ’plans for the 
formulation’ of the Nurnberg principles, and hot Itself to 
undertake the actual formulation of those principles which would 
clearly be a task demanding careful and prolonged study."
Dr. Alexander ВЕАШОШ (Poland) reminded the Committee that, while the 

first part of this text had been adopted unanimously, the second part 
beginning ndth the words "and not itself to undertake" had been adopted by 
a majority. Hence he proposed amending the text so as to make it clear that 
this was merely a majority recommendation.

The CHA.IRKÍA.N noted that the delegates agreed to this and proceeded to 
read the third sentence:

"The Committee therefore concluded that it was not called ''
/ upon



upon to discuss the substantiy© pjrovisions. of toe.Núrnbeíg , . 
principles and that such a dJaqus8;(on.,woild''be.:better entrusted 
to the Conmlttee of Expert©, the establishment-of which it had 
decided to recommend to the General Assembly.” : .
Prof. J. L. В Щ Щ Ь Х  (United Kingdom).,(Rapporteur) proposed that the 

words "Committee of Experts” be changed to "l.L.C." .
Dr. Alexander BBAhSON (Poland) proposed that it should be made clear 

that this resolution had also been adopted by a majority.
Prof, Henri В О Ш Е В Г Ш  DE УДБЕЕЗ (France) said ■táiat this was brought out 

clearly by the wording of the preceding sentence.
Dr. Alexander В М Ш О Н  (Poland) a^eed with the French delegate and 

withdrew hia amendment.
The СНАДЕМАК read the last sentence of the iiithoductlon to paragraph 2: 

"It recommends therefore that the Ï.L.Ô, éhóuld be Invited 
to prepare..." i,
Prof. Milan BAETOS (Yugoslavia) polhteá - opt that the recommendations 

which followed had been adopted unanliiiousÍy> ahd hehbe the word "therefore" 
should be changed to "unanimously."

The last sentence of the IntrodUdtíéin^ías adôptêd.
’ ■ ' ’ i'l ' ‘The CHAIEMAH then read gub-paragfaph (a)i "a draft convention . 

incorporating the principles Of inteïndtibnai law recognized by the Charter 
of the Kdrnberg Tribunal and sanctioned bÿ the jttdgaient of that Tribunal, 
and"

This sub-paragraph was adopted.
The CHAIBMAK read sub-paragraph (b): -

"(b) A detailed draft plan of general codification of - ; 
offences against the peace and security of mankind, in guch a 
manner that the plan should clearly indicate the place to be 
accorded to the principles mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) of 
this paragraph." ■ •
This sub-paragraph was adopted. . '
The CEAIEMAN then read the second part of the new paragraph 2:

"The Committee further desires to record its. opinion -that 
this task would not preclude the l.L.C, from drafting 1ц due , 
course a code of International penal law." , - • . ■
This 8entice was adopted. . I: ' -
Prof. J. L. BBIERLY (United Elngdpm) (Bappqrteur) noted that there, was 

a footnote conceding gub-paragraph (a). _
The CHAIRMAN réad the footnote and said that the delegates of Poland 

and of Yugoslavia requested that this footnote should stand,
/Dr. LIANG



Dr. LÎAHG (Seci’.etary of tbe CoMmlttëe) propbseü that In the English text 
the vord "delegate**/be changed, to'"representative,'*

The СНА.СТШГ read the text of the first sentence of paragpcaph 3 (old 
paragraph 23); "■ " ' ' '

;;"The Ooimittée also resolved tè 'draw the attention of the 
General Aseenibly to-the fact that̂  to give effect to the 

 ̂ application of thé principles of the Charter of the Kuimberg 
■; Trihunal and its Judgment, and to secxare the p\jniehment of other 
' international crimes, Ш1сЬ may be recognized as such Ъу

International legislation, may render desirable the existence 
of an international Judicial' authority to exercise jurisdiction 
over such crimes." ,
Dr; J. G« BE ВЕШ- (Netherlands) pointed Out that the words ’’international 

legislation" had been changed to the words "international multilateral 
coçjventi.ens" at the request of the delegate of the USSE. '

Dr, LIANG (Secretary of the Committee) said that this change had been 
• adopted by the majority. . > ■

Prof. Henri DONNEDIEU DE YABKES (France) drew the Committee*з attention 
to the fact that the French text of para^aph 3> as "it stood in document 
A/AC.10/^6, did not tally with the text previously adopted. The earlier text 
should be àubstitutéd,.

•The GHAÏBMAH noted that there was full agreement on all these points 
and proceeded to read the second sentence of paragraph

**The delegates of Egypt, Poland, the United Kingdom, the 
USSR and Yugoslavia desire to have their'dissent from this 
resolution recorded in this report. In their opinion, the question 
of establishing an international court falls outside the terms of 
reference from the General Assembly to the Committee."
Prof, J. L» BEIERLY (United Kingdom) (Rapporteur) proposed that the 

phrase "part of the" be introduced between the words "this"' and **resolution" 
in the first sentence.

Prof; Jesus M. YIPES (Colombia) noted that, contrary to the a^eed rule, 
the délégations In a mlncirlty had been mentioned by name.

Prof, J, L. BEIERLY (United Kingdom) (Rapporteur) proposed that instead 
of naming the delegations forming the mincrity, the text should say "five."

Prof, Vladimir KORETSKY (USSR) said that a question of principle шз 
involved and that the dissenting delegations should be specified, .

The CEAIBMAN ruled that the text would accordingly be left^as it stood. 
Dr, UANG (Secretary of the Conmiittee) drew the attention of the numbers

' ' ' ' /of the



of the Committee to the fact that the word "resolved," in the first sentence 
of the English text of paragraph 3, was incorrect. OnI.y the General Assembly 
passed resolutions, while the Committee merely submitted recommendations. 
Therefore, he proposed that the word "resolved" be changed to "decided."

Dr. Enrique FERRER VIEÏRA (Argentina) proposed that the words 
"international cowt" in the second- sentence of paragraph 3 be changed to 
read "international Judicial authority," in accordance with the wording of 
the fiî’st part. • '

Prof. Vladimir KOSEISKY (USSR) disagreed TTith such a change.
Dr, Enrique FERRER VIEÏEA (Argentina) said his reason for proposing the 

amendment was that he did not think this Committee was empowered to discuss 
the establishment of an international penal Court.

The CHA.IEi4A.N put the amendment submitted by the delegate of Argentina 
to the vote.

Prof. Vladimir K0EÊT3KY (iBSR) raised ^ point of order; The text 
represented the minority opinion; therefore the majority could not amend it 
by a vote. ■ -

Prof. J. L. BRIERLY (United Kingdom) (Rapporteur) fully agreed with the 
delegate of the USSR.

Prof. Milan BARTOS (Yugoslavia) agreed and added that the present 
woiMiing reflected their discussion on this question. Both the possibility of 
establishing a criminal court within the International Court of Justice and 
of establishing a special criminal court had been mentioned.

Dr. Enrique FERRER VTEYPA (Argentina) withdrew his am.enâment.
Dr, Alexander BRAÎSOIJ (Poland) moved a vote of thanks to the delegate 

of the United Kingdom, who had dischax’ged his duties as Rapporteur with such 
distinction. '

This was accepted by acclamation.
Prof. J, L. BRIERLY (United Kingdom) (Rapporteur) thanked the 

représentative of Poland and his other colleagues.
The CHAIRMAN said the Committee now came to Item 6 of the agenda:

"Letter of the Secretary-General regarding the Resolution adopted by the 
Eccncmic and Social Council on 28 March 19̂t-7, conceining the crime of 
genocide." A number of documents concerning the crime of genocidé and, in 
1 articular, a note of the Secretary-General (A/aC.lO/ks/Add.l) were before 
the delegates. ' . .

Dr, LIANG (Secretary of the Committee) felt he ought to give certain 
explanations concerning this document circulated in English only. The.; 
Secretariat had prepared a doctmjent entitled "Draft Convention on the

/prevention
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Prevention and Punishment of Genocide and Comments Thereon" (a/AC.lO/iH), 
published In French only for the time heing, page 34 of ■'íhich reproduced the 
Bidigtence of the Secretary-Generalnote published as document A/ac/IO/̂ -1-2/ 
Add.l. For that r¿ason the latter document had not been distributed in 
French. The Draft Convention had been published in English without comments 
in document A/AC.10/42.

The СБАШ'Ш! said that in addition the representative of France had 
submitted a memorandum on the siibject of genocide and crimes against humanity 
(document A/AC.10/29).

Prof. P. C. JESSUP (United States) requested permission to read the 
following statement to bo fully reproduced in the summary record:

"All of the Governrttents represented on this Committee,, as 
well as the Governments of every other Member of the United Nations, 
were united in adopting the General Assembly's resolution of 
11 December 1946, whereby it affirmed that 'Genocide is a 
crime imjder international law which the civilized world condemns,’
This unanimous resolution of the General Assembly reflected the 
sense of horror and outx'age which the civilized world has felt 
as a result of the atrocities сохши!tted hy the Nazis and Fascists 
with a view to the extermination of racial and. religious groups.
As the General Assembly asserted in its resolution, those crimes 
result in 'great losses to humanity in the form of cultural and 
other contributions represented by these human groups.' Although 
those acts of genocide committed by the Axis Governments constitute 
the most recent and most shoclclng Instances of such lawless and ■ 
Immoral conduct, the world is not oblivious to the fact that they 
were not the first instances of this kind in huiman history.

"In this Committee we are charged with the obligation of 
recommending to the General Assembly plans for the progressive 
development of international law and its eventual codification.
Our debate,3 have clearly revealed our realization of the fact 
that international law needs to be so extended as to bring within 
legal control acts which have hitherto gone unpunished because 
that law has not been adcuately developed. The definition of 
genocide by an internationexl convention, to which it is hoped 
that all States of the world will subscribe, is an essential 
step In this process of the development of international law.
T.he Government of the United States has frequently expressed its 
conviction that this step should and must be taken.

/"The draft



"The draft resolution Qh the draft convention on.genocide 
which has been presented to our Conmiittee by the representative 
of the United Kingdom in document A/AC.10/t4 describes the 
circumstances which confront us in our consideration of this vital 
subject. Uere it possible for this Copoittee to make a greater 
contribution toward the achievement of the goal, which I am 
confident we all seek to reach, by adopting some other plan of 
procedvire, the delegation of the United States would press for 
such action. However, for the reasons explained in the paper 
presented by the representative of the United Kingdom, it appears, 
that the action which is there proposed would be most conducive 
to the ultimate attainment of the objective. For this reason 
the delegation of the United States supports that proposal."
Prof. H. POilTilDIEU PS VAHEES (France) said he was speaking in a double 

capacity. As representative of France he had tabled document A/AC.IO/29.
As a member of the Committee of Experts he had taken part in the preparation 
of the Draft Convention contained in document A/AC,10/41. Perhaps he should 
add that he had been one of the judges of the International Mllltajy Tribunal 
of Numberg, which had had to deal with crimes against humanity related to 
the crime of genocide. The Statute of London of i)- August 19̂ 5? 'W'bich 
established this Tribunal, contained a definition and even a list of crimes, 
against humanity, but in that Statute crimes against humanity are c''3sely 
bound up with war crimes. The Tribvinal also placed a restrictive 
interpretation on the crimes against humanity by limiting them solely to 
war crimes. The Statute and the judgment of Nurnberg had served as a basis 
for the Draft Convention prepared by the Secretariat with the assistance of 
experts. Actually this was not a draft but, at the utmost, a preliminary 
draft or, even more exactly, a programme in which the experts had tried to 
collate all the possible solutions as regards the crime of genocide, including 
the worst excesses. It was, so to,speak, Д maximum programme and the authors 
of the Convention would be able to draw from It as they considered 
appropriate, in view of the fact that controversial (questions had been raised.

The first of these questions was how to define the crime of genocide 
proper. The draft distinguished between three varieties of genocide:, the 
physical, the biological, and the cultural.

The next question was how to define against what kind cf groups the 
crime of genocide might be committed: e.g. racial groups only (for instance,
the Jews), or would religious, linguistic and political grou.ps be covered 
too?
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There was also the question of deciding whether genocide meant only 
positive action undertaken Ъу a State, or whether abstention amounting to 
complicity, on the part of the'State would be included. Then there was the 
problem of deciding who was liable:■ should none but Governments be held 
responsible for the crime of genocide, or ©zecutivs agents as well as any 
other persons carrying on propaganda, for instance, against the Jews?

Again, What Courts should crimes of genocide? Should they be the 
ordinary State Courts or International Courts specially created for this 
purpose?

He did not tbink that the Committee had the necessary time to consider 
the substance of the problem of genocide. In document a/aC.IO/29, the 
French delegation had taken a definite position concerning some of the 
problems listed above. For the French delegation the issue was to give 
modem shape to what had been called humane intervention. The French 
■ delegation conceded the possibility of international prosecution, but only 
in cases where the State in question had at least been guilty of wilful 
abstention and only against the rulers of such States. FinaU.y, the French 
delegation was unable to recognize any but/physical genocide.

He supported the proposal of the delegate of the United Kingdom that 
the question of genocide be referred to the Economic and Social Council,' which 
was to meet on 15 July 19^7• 1'Ь was practically impossible to consult the
Governments before that date concerning a Draft Convention, He woiS.d however 
like to note that two other agencies might also take an interest in the 
question of genocide. There was, in the first place, the Human Eights 
Commission, since tb© question of punishment was not the only on© involved . 
and the question of prevention ovight to bo considered too. Secondly, there 
was the I.L.C., the establishment of which this Committee would recommend.
The Committee had pointed out that the I.L.C.-ought to deal with crimes ' 
against the peace and security of mankind and these, as had been sta.„d 
before, were cognate to the crime of genocide. Therefore, the delegate 
proposed that the draft resolution’submitted by the delegate of the 
United'Kingdom should be amended so as to mention the two agencies of which 
he had spoken.

Dr. Alexander BEAMSOW (Poland) abstained from giving bis views on 
genocide in general as defined in the Secretariat draft. Hevertheless he 
felt compelled to remind the Committee that genocide was not necessarily 
related to war crimes, and that it had been committed in the past in times 
of peace, Poland, and in particular that part of the couritfy formerly under 
Prussian rule, had experienced genocide before World War I.' In using the
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word "ausrotten", Blsaarck had meant the so-called physical genocide, hut 
although they did not go quite so far at the time, the Germans did 
unquestionably commit cultural genocide by forbidding not only the teaching 
of Polish, but even the us© of that language in schools,

Poland had lost six million citizens in the course of World War II: 
three million Jews'and just as many others which proved that this problem 
was,more than merely a Jewish problem.

He could not understand the proposal of the delegate of the 
United Kingdom, who had suggested that a letter be sent to the Secretary- 
General stating that this Committee could not deal with the question of 
genocide. The delegate of the United Kingdom had adduced three arguments in 
support of bis proposal. In the first place, he mentioned the fact that a 
resolution of the Economic and Social Council had referred the question to 
this Committee, which was responsible only to the General Assembly and had 
received its mandate from the Assembly alone. Secondly, the Economic and 
Social Council was to meet very soon,, in July 194T; and, finally, that it 
was well-nigh impossible to collect all the documentation within such a 
short period. The delegate did not believe that the conclusions which the 
delegate of the United Kingdom had draws from these facts were the correct 
ones. The Economic and Social Council, by its resolution of 28 March 194-T̂  
had planned three parallel steps;

- Consultation with this Committee;
- Consultation "«d-th the Human Eights Commission, if feasible;
- Consultation with the Governments for the Council's own information, 

for admittedly the Goveiranenta* answers were not to be submitted to this 
Committee, but considered by the Council itself.

Hence, by adopting.the draft resolution submitted by the delegate of 
the United Kingdom, this Committee would deprive the Econcnic and Social 
Council of the benefit of its advice, contrary to the Council's wishes as 
expressed in its resolution. The Committee had the duty to discuss at 
least tiie general principles contained in Article 1 of the Draft Convention, 
and to submit its views to the Economic an4 Social Council, It would be 
inexcusable if the Committee refused to answer the question referred to it.

The CHAIEMAN, speaking as representative for India, observed that 
in the proposal submitted by the representative for the United Kingdom 
there were two points. In the first place, it was suggested that this 
Coinmittee, which was set up by and answerable to the General Assembly and 
not the Economic and Social Council, mi^t not be competent to examine 
a problem referred to it by the Council. This matter of the competence of
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the present Oonmittee would have to he decided by the Committee itself.
In the second place, the Ifalted Kingdom representative considered that 

if this Committee took up the study of the problem of genocide this would 
only result in delay. He could not follow this argument. The Committee 
did not have to study the replies of the Goveriuaents and conversely any 
proposals by the Committee need not be referred to Governments.

For the moment he would refrain from discussing the substance.of the 
problem of genocide.

Prof . BRIEELY (United Kingdom) (Rapporteur) wished to reply to the 
objections which had been raised. This Committee had been .set up by the 
General Assembly, which could have referred the question of genocide io it. 
But the General Assembly did not do so and, on the contrary, referred this . 
problem'to the Economic and Social Council, Moreover, this Comnittee 
consisted of representatives of the various Governments, which had hot yet ■ 
seen the Draft Convention on the crime of genocide and consequently, had not 
been able to give their instructions. For all these reasons this Committee 
had no power to take up the substance of the matter.

Prof, M, BARTOS (Yugoslavia) said his country was on© of those which 
had suffered most from genocide. Nevertheless, the Yugoslav Government
noted with concern that neither it nor the Governments of other countries 
which had suffered most from genocide had been consulted, and that this 
draft had been prepared by three non-governmental experts. Before anything 
was done, the Governments of countries which had strffered most and others, 
should be consulted. Genocide was nothing new and was not necessarily 
connected with war crimes. NO Draft Convention could be prepared until aftey 
a thorough'study on the spot where the crime of genocide had been committed.

The explanations accompanying this Draft Convention seшеа to imply a 
•denial of the existence of cultural genocide. But, in his country, the mere 
fact of holding a degree had been sufficient to condemn the holder of it 
to death, • - . .

He concluded'by signifying agreement with the Eapporteur as to his 
conclusion,' but as to the substance he agreed with the Chairman. This 
Committee xras actually not empowered to-deal with,.genocide, but it, ought to 
stress that this problem was of the greatest importance and that it was 
extremely grave.

Prof, H. DONNEDIEU.DE VABEES .(France) said he felt bound to protest 
against the way in which the delegate of Yugoslavia had interpreted the 
opinion vdxich he had given as a member of the Committee of Experts. As a 
Judge on the Nürnberg Tribunal, he denounced the odious and painful deeds
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which some describe as "cultxiral genocide," But it was not for the Committee 
to condemn but to establish a new offence and define the acta covered by it. 
The Committee of Experts had don© their best and prepared a text comprising 
all the possible solutions; all the futzzre legislator would have to do was 
to draw upon it at will.

Dr. Alexander ВЕАШОВ (Poland) emphasized that the Economic and Social 
Council was on© of the principal agencies of the United Nations. Accordingly 
the Committee ought to comply with any of the Council's wishes, all the more 
so since the matter had been referred to the Council by virtue of an 
Assembly resolution. Thus the, quesclu.. whether the Committee was competent 
was answered in the affirmative, ,

He wished to add, in reply to the delegate of Yugoslavia, that any 
Committee of Experts was composed of representatives of Goveraments, a fact 
which did not prevent it from debating. Undoubtedly, this Committee was not 
composed of representatives with full powers to sign a convention, but it was 
fully empowered to answer and advise the Economic and Social Council as 
requested. , . . ,

He asked that his statement be recorded in the summary record.
Prof. M. BAETOS (Yugoslavia) in reply to the French delegate, read the 

following passage from page 4? of document A/a C.10/41 which gave the views 
of that delegate as a member of the Committee of Experts:

"Mr. Donnedieu de Vabree and Mr. Pella stated that 'cultural* genocide 
represented too far-reaching an extension of the concept of genocide 
and would lead to the reconstruction, behind the screen of genocide 
of the old idea of protection of minorities, which was designed to 
meet different needs." .
Dr. LIANG (Secretary of the Committee) wished to make a few remarks.
In the first place, the question of genocide had been considered by the 

Sixth Committee of the General АгзсгЪГ", which recommended that the Economic 
and Social Council take up the study of this problem. This recommendation 
was accepted by the Geneml Assembly and incorporated in the Assembly's 
resolution. Therefore, it was dear that the Assembly had referred this 
problem to the Economic and Social Council and not to this Committee, which 
was established by virtue of another resolution. .

Secondly, in point of fact, there was no Uommlttee of Experts properly 
so called. As a result of the resolution adopted by the Economic and Social 
Council three experts had simply been Invited to study the problem of 
genocide. These experts did not constitute a committee or commission. They 
had been appointed as Individuals by the Secretary-General by reason of their 
personal competence.
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Lastly, the Draft Convention on the crime of genocide had been prepared 
by the Secretariat with the help of these three experts. The draft had been 
prepared by the Human Eights Division of the Secretariat, with the help of 
one member of the Section on the Development of International Law and its 
Codification.

Prof. ÏEPEB (Colombia) wished to make a statement on behalf of his 
delegation. As the Government of Colombia considered the crime of genocide 
to be of the greatest Importance, A: v -luested his statement to be Included 
verbatim In the summary record. He said:

"The Colombian delegation considers the problem xmider 
discussion at the present time to be of the greatest Importance, 
though not because we fear lest our country might one day become 
the scene of actions кпогт.аа genocide. Our humanitarian 
attitude, and the welcome which w'e extend to men of all races, 
of all religions and of all languages has placed us beyond any 
fears in this respect; we have always condemned all persecution 
for racial, religious or political reasons» At the Pan-American 
Conference, held at Lima In 1938  ̂ supported and voted for the 
resolution condemning the persecutions then raging in Europe.
At the General Assembly last year, the Colombian delegation was 
noted for the determination with which it worked for clear 
condemnation of the crime of genocide. This shows you that it is 
our very sincere hope that the Convention on this matter, prepared 
by eminent experts such as ovœ colleague. Prof. Henri Donnedieu de Vabres, 
may one day in the near future become part and parcel of International 
law. Unfortunately. since this Draft Convention - and I stress the 
fact that this is a Draft Ccrvcr!+-*.cn and not only a preliminary draft - 
has been presented to us во late, and, on the other hand,, because of 
the great importance of this Draft Convention, which our Governments 
ought to study in great detail before coming to any decision, we are 
prevented from broaching the substance of this problem. ¥e might, 
perhaps, have a general discussion on genocide, and leave the 
detailed study of it to the projected International Law Commission.

"One last point which I should like to,mention, if only very 
briefly, is that the Pan-American Union has already taken the 
Initiative in this matter. ,I spoke a moment ago of the resolution., 
adopted by the Lima Conference in I938. Here Is the text of this 
resolution:

’Art. 36: The Eepubli .;a represented at the
Eighth International Conference of American States declare
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that. In ассохДапзе with the ftindamental principles of 
equality before the Law, any persecution on account of 
racial or religious motives which malíes it impossible- 
for a group of human beings to live decently is 
contrary to the political and Juridical systems of 
America.’
"This shows that, up to a certain point, we are pioneers In 

this field and that, in offering our support to any plan to 
condemn and punish the crime of genocide, we are only continuing 
to carry out an American tradition of which we may be Justly 
proud. Finally, I wish to say that we are voting for the proposal 
submitted by the delegate of the United Kingdom solely in view 
of the present circumstances. But, at the same time, we wish 
to state that we hope that this question will be decided at the 
earliest possible date."
Mr. DE ВЕШ (Netherlands) stated that his country, which had also 

suffered greatly from the evil described as genocide, attached the greatest 
importance to this problem. The Netherlands lost 265,000 lives during the 
last war, at least three-fourths of them through extermination. Accordingly, 
his Government believed that it was absolutely necessary to conclude an 
international convention on the crime of genocide. Nevertheless, like the 
Eapporteur, he thought that this Ctommittoe was not empowered to consider an 
problem, but being composed of Government representatives, had been 
Instructed to explore problems of procedure only not the substance of the 
law. On behalf of his Government he requested this Committee to refrain 
from considering the substance of the problem, which was to be stpdied by 
other competent agencies, in particular the I.L.C., the establishment of 
which this Coi^ttee had recommended.

The CHAIRMAN noted that various arguments had been advanced for the 
point of view that this Committee should not study the substance of the 
problem of genocide. It had been saiCL that this Commlttee was Incompetent 
as it had been created by the General Assembly and not by the Economic and 
Social Council. Further it had been said that the Committee was inter
governmental and that the representatives had not received Instructions 
from their respective Governments. And then time was running short. Speaking 
as representative for India and not as Chairman, he requested the adjournment 
of the debate until the following day. The Committee would then have to 
settle on the crucial question of Its competence. Still speaking as 
representative for India, the Chairman reserved the right to take the floor 
on the substance of the question.

The meeting rose at 6 p.a.


